GABI RAIN BOOTS
FINISHED SIZE: US SHOES SIZE 1-5

Gabi Baby Rain boots are indoor shoes for babies, designed in the
style of rain boots. Although the sample for these shoes were
made for girls, the design of these shoes is suitable for both girls
and boys. The final look of each rain boot will differ according to
your choice of fabric. Gabi Baby Rain boots are adorable when
worn on rainy days during stroller rides; they are just as cute when
coordinated with a casual outfit and worn on sunny days. If your
baby knows how to walk, these rain boots are also great to take
out as an extra change of footwear on rainy days, so that his or her
outdoor shoes won’t make a mess indoors.
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This is an easy and simple pattern for begnners.

The Eddie Eco Bag is a beginner friendly pattern kit that is
simple – and fun – for all levels of sewers.

Gabi Baby Rain boots are indoor shoes for babies, designed in the style of rain boots. Although the sample for these
shoes were made for girls, the design of these shoes is suitable for both girls and boys. The final look of each rain boot
will differ according to your choice of fabric. Gabi Baby Rain boots are adorable when worn on rainy days during stroller
rides; they are just as cute when coordinated with a casual outfit and worn on sunny days. If your baby knows how to
walk, these rain boots are also great to take out as an extra change of footwear on rainy days, so that his or her outdoor
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